JOHNSON (PRISCILLA) EXHIBIT No. 1

At age 17, entered Marine Corps, discharged in Nov 1937. 14 months in Japan. Philippines, Indochina, + Manchuria. 2 yrs, 9 months, 7 days. Overseas 1 yr, 2 months, 27 days. 4 months in New Orleans, Texas, NY 2 yrs. New Orleans enlisted. Dallas + later died. Father born in MD, believe he was an insurance salesman. Mother also a Veteran. Mother alive but living in FL.
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5. Bitter refusal — I was there Sat., Oct 31, refused to pass by consul official without time to get passport together so did them. I wanted to make the real time then I have to be too hard on them, but they are acting in an illegal way, and I am trying to convey that it is my fault through Nov. 1 wrote letter of protest to US embassy, received this letter back (protest signed by Snyder had carried out this duty)

"It is a principle of the US govt that the right of expatriation is a natural and inherent right of any person, that the manner prescribed by law for renunciation of a citizenship is the execution of such duty at a diplomatic or consular office of the US in the country.

"I am aware I have the right to appear at the embassy at any time during normal business hours and request that the duty be performed by
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Since 10 days in hospital rooms standard rooms
Food note — I want to make it clear there are not sleeping arrangements
Investigation possible of my stayings
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13. Although they don't have as many hot meals laid on, they will in no way be behind. Any material shortcoming, if any, can not influence me to return. It is the social system that attracts me.

Of course, some US will undoubtly be free US. Two of our free US parks have been tourist attracting people's homes — a whole city of Moscow — Imperial city. People are very peaceful but it is a bit too peaceful for my purposes. People here are so well off of course in future.

14. The first 10 meat symptoms understood. Ask me why I sense very curious. Understand when I speak of realistic reasons that have brought me here while in an understanding'.

Interested in material situation of US' wealth. Russia needs more wealth.

Repeats to me, says repeated as "my God!"

I've already axed them to put away paper. I'm sure if I did enter the same room and hence... still citizenship. Delay saving device dissolve citizenship.
is. Still, people like us get a wage — But these people,  
their produce is used to 
be useful to all the people. 
They have an econ. system 
not based on credit + 
speculation —

has a very primitive understand-
ing of economics, that stops 
at Marx & Das Kapital.

16. My reasons are very 

short & sound to me -

she gave me five to U.S. Ems -  
along with the hand written 
letter that went -

Light Southern accent -

Bite -

Doesn't recommend it.  
for everybody coming into 

a new country—always 

being the outsider — adjusting 

But I have now 

that I will never have 

to return to U.S. 

believe it or 

don't.
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USMC.

3 yrs. requested out sooner. Discharged Sept 11.
Because of dependancy.

Her situation was climatic.

Lives with her mother.

Embassy (Snyder).

Can't deny that. I didn't want to do it, but

Send the obligation to Mr. in your

thought.

So said we needed more

time for proper communications

in the Washington.

Late August we are unable

to get proper to receive

regulations. They must be

given but 10 days. They irked.

Nicholas Patchulli

Noble.